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INTRODUCTION

In the 21st century, it is essential to be up do date with events happening in your business, allowing you to take immediate
action.  Business Alerts module in Standard ERP has been designed to address these needs for your company.

Just like any other module in Standard ERP, Business Alerts module is fully integrated with the rest of the system. 

ALERT TYPES IN STANDARD ERP 

Business alerts were designed for two reasons:

1. Wider use of CRM, informing customers via Text Message about some actions of the company, such as:

1. Inform customers via Text Message when a Quotation is accepted.

2. Inform customers via Text Message when an Order is saved.

3. Inform customer via Text Message when a Delivery is OK.

4. Inform customer via Text Message when a Hotel Reservation is confrmed.

2. For internal use by the company, alerting an assigned person via Text Message or mail if certain events happen:

1. Inform via Text Message when a Quotation is accepted.

2. Inform via Text Message when an Order is saved.

3. Inform via mail when Credit note is issued and OK'd.

4. Inform via Text Message when a restart of the server has happened.

5. Inform via mail the cost price in GR varies from WA more than a specifed percentage.

Standard ERP generates alerts via the internal communication channels. There are three main types of business
alarms: 

Text Message alert

For example, Text Message alerts are sent about critical business situations, where immediate action is required by the
responsible person, as the continuity of business operations is in danger. Or an important business decision has to be
made, or immediate contact has to be made with a customer etc.

The following Text Message alerts are supported by Standard ERP:

•  Contact Delivery Alerts

•  Contact Order Alerts

•  Contact Quotation Alerts

•  Contact Reservation Alerts

•  Internal system Alerts

•  Internal Order Alerts

•  Internal Quotation Alerts
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Email alert

Email alerts are sent about business processes occurring, so that a responsible person / manager can be informed if they
have actions to complete within the system.

The following email alerts are supported by Standard ERP 

• Cost price variance Alerts

• Due Report

• Internal Invoice Alerts

Activity alert

Activity alerts are automatically created and sent to the responsible person (normally this would be the System Administrator)
advising on system processes that need to be actioned in relation to the system setup.

The following activity alerts are supported by Standard ERP 

• Activity alert when Email Queue has stopped

• Activity alert when Cloud Services have stopped
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SETTING UP BUSINESS ALERTS

In order to activate Business Alerts, tick the module ”Business Alerts” in the System module, Settings, Confguration, tab
”CRM”

Setting up Text Message alerts

To use this module, you must have a valid Enabler. The Text Message feature is a chargeable cloud service. Please contact
your local HansaWorld representative to sign a contract before starting to use it.

You need to specify a System Phone Number which will be displayed as the Text Message sender. You can specify a
system phone number in the Business Alerts module, Settings, Business Alerts. It should be a valid phone number so that
the recipient can reply to it. 

This Phone Number applies to the Company in which you are logged in to, and will be only used to send Text Messages to
customers. 

You should specify the sending behavior of the system in this setting. You can choose from the following options:

Of: Do not send Text Message alerts.

Send: Send when the defned criteria are met.

Suggest: Show an inquiry window, so user could decide whether to send or not.

All text messages created automatically are stored in Database Maintenance →  Registers →  Messages."
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To fnd the customer’s phone number the system will look through the records according to the following logic:

1. Contact person specifed on a document record (feld ‘Attention’). If no contact person specifed, then:

2. Main contact person on the customer record (feld ‘Primary Contact’). If not specifed, then:

3. Phone number specifed in feld ‘Mobile’ on customer’s Contact Card.

If none of the above is specifed, then a Text Message will not be sent. You must ensure that at least one of the above felds
contains a valid and correct phone number (this information can be found in records of CRM, Sales Orders, Quotation,
Purchase Orders modules).

Module CRM → Settings → Activity Types, Subsystems

Set an activity type for the Text Message and mark the checkbox ‘Done’. This way you confgure the automatic creation of
the activity for each outgoing Text Message. Those activities will be available on the Customer Status Report.

Module Business Alerts → Settings → Contact Delivery Alerts

Set up a contact classifcation for customers you would like to notify when OK-ing Deliveries. 
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This can be done in the CRM Setting ’Contact Classifcations’, or directly from Contact Delivery Alerts Setting in Business
Alerts module via drill down (Mac: Cmd, Shift & V: Windows: F2) on ’Cust. Class’ feld.

You will need to create a Standard text to inform customers about Deliveries. 

This can be done in the Register called ’Standard Texts’ in the CRM module. You can access it directly from Contact
Delivery Alerts setting via drill down (Mac: Cmd, Shift & V:, Windows: F2) on ’Std. Text’ feld. 

Enter a short text which will be sent to your customer via Text Message, e.g.: 

“Dear Customer, your order has been dispatched from our facility. Please expect the delivery within 2 days.”

To activate sending of such Text Message alerts please mark the checkbox ” Text from OK-d Delivery”

Module Business Alerts → Settings → Contact Order Alerts

This function works similarly to the Contact Delivery Alerts we described above, allowing additional criteria for alerts:

Besides specifying the appropriate Standard Text and Customer Classifcation, you can  create a condition for a Text
Message to be sent only to customers who ordered more than the defned limit. E.g. limit specifed picture above will trigger
Text Message alerts only for orders valued more than 10 000. A Text Message will be sent upon saving the Order. This
allows you to enable exception management for larger orders, which might have more people involved.

Additionally you can select an Order Class, so only Orders with a specifed Class would trigger the sending of a Text
Message to the customer, when a Sales Order is saved.

Contact Quotation Alerts

This functionality works exactly the same way as Contact Order Alerts described above.

Contact Reservation Alerts

Customers who are using our Hotel or Resource Management module will fnd Contact Reservation Alerts useful to notify
their visitors on the status of their reservation. 
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This feature is activated by marking the checkbox ‘ Text when Reservation is Confrmed’.

Internal system Alerts

Internal system Alerts are notifcations which are sent to the database administrator regarding exceptions occurring within
the database.

Like other alerts, Text Messages will include a pre-defned Standard Text.

To enable the functionality you should specify the System Phone Number (the sender’s number).

NB! Unlike the System Phone Number which you have specifed in the Business Alerts Setting, this number will be valid for
the entire database.

You should specify your database administrator’s mobile phone number in ’Recipient Phone No.’, so unexpected restarts or
problems with the email queue would be instantly reported to the responsible person (this person would normally would be
an on-premise System Administrator).

System administrator can be notifed when any of the following events occur:

• Text Message when unexpected restart occurs

When Standard ERP quits unexpectedly and the server is automatically restarted, the message will contain text
“Program not properly terminated” as well as the text entered in the corresponding Std. Text. 

• Text Message when Email Queue has stopped

The system will continuously compare the server time to the email time tags over 5 minutes, and will notify the system
administrator in case some email messages will not switch status to Sent for longer than 2 minutes. The message will
contain text “email queue has stopped” as well as the text entered in the corresponding Std. Text. 

• Create Alarm Activity when Email Queue has stopped: 

Similarly to the previous option, the status of the email queue will be checked every 5 minutes. If an email will
remain unsent for longer than 2 minutes the system will create a related Alarm Activity. The Activity would be
created under the name of Postmaster, as specifed in the module Email and Conferences →  Settings →  Mail and
Conference Settings. The relevant user would receive an on-screen message, saying “email Queue has stopped”.

• Create Alarm Activity when Cloud Services have stopped

The postmaster will receive a notifcation if Cloud Services has stopped working. The message will contain the text “Cloud
Service has stopped”.
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Setting up email Alerts

To set up email alerts, you need access to the email and Conferences module.

First, you need to assign a person who will act like a sender. This can be done in:

Module email and Conferences →  Settings →  Mail and Conferences Settings →  Field ‘From system'

Make sure you assign an existing mailbox.

Cost price variance Alerts

You need to specify a % of deviation. Any change exceeding the specifed deviation will trigger an alert to responsible person
of location. As per the example above, the alert will be sent if costs on the Goods Receipt vary for more than 0.5 per cent of
their Weighted Average costs.

To use these alerts you need to specify the responsible persons for each location. You can do this in Module Stock →
Settings →  Locations.
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Accounts Receivable Due Report

The Due report setting can be used to run an Aged Receivable Report on daily basis, you can fnd this setting in Business
Alert module →  Settings →  Accounts Receivable Due Report. This report will be sent to the specifed person’s Mailbox at
the specifed time. The email will be sent from the mailbox specifed in “From System” feld in the email and Conferences
module →  Settings →  Mail and Conferences.

Internal Invoice Alerts

This Alert will be triggered if someone OK’s a Credit Note which exceeds the specifed limit. Please mark the ‘email from
Credit Note’ checkbox to activate.

The email will be sent from the System mailbox as described in the section above, and the ”Recipient” mailbox is to be
specifed in this setting. email text will contain the selected Standard Text, and the subject will contain the number of the
related Invoice.

As per the example above, user AM will be notifed if someone saves and Oks a credit note that exceeds 500.00 units of
value.
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To activate the alert please mark the checkbox ‘email from Credit note’.

Internal Order Alerts

This Alert will trigger the Text Message notifcation to a specifed person, which is sent as someone enters a Sales Order
that:

• is exceeding the specifed Limit,

or

• is below the specifed GP, 

or

• is designated for the Customer falling under the specifed Customer Classifcation, 

or

• has an Order Class matching the one specifed.

The text will be taken from the selected Standard Text and the subject will contain the created Order number.

In the example above, user ND will be notifed if someone enters an order exceeding 2000 units of value.

To enable the Alert please mark the checkbox ‘ Text from Order’.

Internal Quotation Alerts

This Alert will trigger the Text Message notifcation to a specifed person, which is sent as someone accepts a Quotation
that:

• is exceeding the specifed Limit,

or 

• is below the specifed GP, 

or 

• is designated for the Customer falling under the specifed Customer Classifcation, 

or 

• has a Quotation Class matching the one specifed.

A Text Message will be sent from the logged in user to the mobile phone of the person specifed in ‘Recipient’ feld. Text will
be taken from Standard Text selected here, and subject will contain the number of the accepted Quotation.

In the example above, user SJ will be notifed when a Customer that belongs to the ‘Priority’ customer classifcation accepts
the Quotation. 
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PRACTICAL USE OF BUSINESS ALERTS

Use of Contact Delivery Alert

After you have fnished setting up the Contact Delivery Alert, the Text Message activities will be created each time the
following conditions are met:

1. A Delivery is Okd

2. Text Message is sent to the Mobile number specifed in the corresponding setting.
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Use of Cost Price Variance Alerts

The system will send an email alert to the person who is responsible for the particular Location as soon as the Item Cost on
OKd Goods Receipt will vary from the WA by more than the specifed percentage. In this example, the purchase cost of the
radios falls outside the Weighted Average costs. The email notifcation below has been created automatically by the system
to alert Alex about this.
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APPROVAL RULES

Approval rules offer you an advantage that will enable the decision makers within your organization to be informed as
well as involved whenever an event outside of the norm has occurred. In essence, this functionality can be coined an
exception management tool. 

For instance, this is used when a Purchase Order over a certain amount threshold has been raised in the system, and
having such an order would trigger an Activity sequence (as part of the integrated CRM functionality) that would have
the relevant parties involved in the process of approving to go ahead and accept the Purchase, or decline it. In the
fully integrated Standard ERP system this would of course mean that the full history of the events related to the
approval process would be stored in the database. Over the released versions, the functionality has grown
considerably. Approval Rules in Standard ERP currently support the following registers: 

• Expenses

• Payments

• Receivable Credit Notes

• Goods Receipts

• Project Budgets

• Receivable invoices

• Internal Orders

• Payable Invoices

• Sales Orders

• Leave Applications

• Quotations

• Inventory Depreciations

• Leave Transfers

• Receivable Cash Notes

• Travel Log

• Purchase Orders

Setting up the Registers in the CRM module

This area of the system functionality is directly linked to the CRM module, which means that having the business
need of setting up and taking advantage of the Approval Rules functionality, the business must have CRM enabled in
the system as well.

First of all, we need to have certain Activity Types set up. It would  be good practice to link all these activities to a
certain Activity Class – this would allow you to navigate the system easier, as well as flter results on the reports.

Setting up Activity Classes

In further examples, we will cover various Registers that are supported by the Approval Rules functionality. For this
reason, we will group the Activity Types in the Activity Classes created per register. 

In the setup of the Activity Class it is crucial to select the following options:
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Force Entry Of >> Activity Result: otherwise it would be possible to mark an Activity record as Done without
specifying the Activity Result, in such a way crippling the approval process within the system.

Calendar>>Don't Show: as this is not a type of Activity that we would like to show in our Calendar, we have
selected an option “Don't Show”. 

For all other felds and options on this record, kindly refer to the CRM training material, as these are not of
relevance to the Approval Rules functionality.

Setting up Activity Types

For every Register where Approval Rules will be used, it is required to create a minimum of 3 Activity Types, which
will serve as approval process triggers and Activity Results. In the screenshot above we have created the 3 Activity
Types linked to the Activity Class ADMIN. These are APOR for Purchase Order approval requests, APON for when a
PO request would be rejected and APOY for when a PO request is approved.

In the setup of the Activity Types it is crucial to select the felds listed above.

Other examples that could be created while maintaining coding convention would be AEXR, AEXN, AEXY for
Expenses, AIDR, AIDN, AIDY for Inventory Adjustments and so on.

For all other felds and options on this record, kindly refer to CRM training material, as these are not of relevance to
Approval Rules functionality.
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CRM Settings 

To easily select the result on the activity sent for approval, we recommend that the checkbox “Show results from
Consequences only” is activated. That way, the approver will only see the activities.on paste special.

Activities Consequences

Setup the possible results for each approval:

Type: Paste Special the Activity related with the approval request, in our example APOR.

In the Result feld: Paste Special the possible results: APON, APOY, one record per result.

Tick the checkboxes, “To Do” and “Copy Links”.

Setting up in the Approval Rules register

The following refers to what is required to be set up in the Approval Rules register, and a detailed explanation of the
available options.

Fields on Approval Rules record, Activity Types tab
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Register: Select from the Paste Special menu which register you would like to set up Approval Rules for.
This is a mandatory feld.

Comment: Give a short description of what the record relates to.

Contact: Enter a name, if you want the current approval rule to work for particular contact.

Request Details - Activity Type: Select an Activity Type that will be used on Activities when an Approval
process has been triggered. This is a mandatory feld.

Request Details - Activity Header: Provide the text that will appear on the trigger activity that the Person
notifed will see on the Activity>> feld Text. 

FYI - Activity Type: Select an Activity Type that will be used on Activities when another system user needs
to be notifed of the Approval process commencing. The user receiving this activity will not be able to
approve, reject, cancel or forward the approval request.

FYI - Activity Header: Provide the text that will appear on the FYI activity that the Person notifed will see
on the Activity>> feld Text. 

Absent - Activity Type: Select an Activity Type that will be used when a person responsible of approving
or rejecting the requests is absent. In this case the absent person uses the corresponding activity for this
period in his calendar and the approval request falling under this period will be forwarded to someone else.
The absent person will receive a FYI activity.

Absent-  Activity Header: Provide the text that will appear on the absent activity that the Person notifed
will see on the Activity>> feld Text. 

Result Activity Types - Approved: Select an Activity Type that when selected, Activities will mark the
record as approved.

Result Activity Types - Rejected: Select an Activity Type that when selected, Activities will mark the
record as rejected.

Result Activity Types - Not needed: Select an Activity Type that when selected, Activities will mark the
record as not needed.

Result Activity Types - Cancelled: Select an Activity Type that when selected, Activities will mark the
record as cancelled.
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Result Activity Types - Forwarded: Select an Activity Type that when selected, Activities will mark the
record as forwarded.

Options - Automatically OK Approved Records: Selecting this option will ensure that when the
Approval Request has been approved, the associated record will be automatically marked OK.

Options - Allow Editing Rejected Records: Selecting this option will enable the user to edit the
associated records if they were not initially approved.

Options - Allow Canceling Approval Request: Selecting this option will allow you to cancel the approval
request and edit it before sending for approval again

Options - Automatic Approval for Approved: tick this option if the approval request should be
automatically marked as approved

Fields on Approval Rules record, Rules tab

Up to: Indicate the amount that the specifed rule will be applied to. The frst row should have the lowest
limit, gradually growing row by row.

Type: Currently only a single option is available. Specify “User” here.

Approval by: Indicate here one or several persons (separated by a comma) who are allowed to approve
the record up to the specifed limit.

Action: Select the appropriate option of whether there is no approval required; whether approval is only
required by one person; or all persons specifed in the “Approval by” column.

Alarm: Select how the approver will receive alerts when there is something they need to approve. 

Next Level: Indicate whether the approval process should continue with the next level of approvers.
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Approver: Specify here whether the approver will be selected automatically or manually. Selecting the
“Manual” option will allow you to indicate a specifc user from users in the “Approval by” column to whom
the approval request should be sent, provided that there is more than one person specifed. To use the
feature F you need to select “Manual”.

FYI Persons: Specify here a person who will receive a notifcation that an approval process has been
triggered. This person will not be able to Approve, Reject or Cancel the approval request.

Alarm: Select how the approver will receive alerts when there is something they need to approve. 

Description: Provide a short description of what each level of approval is.

Approval Activity window

Approval Task Type

All approval activities will now have a Task Type “Approval” automatically assigned. For security reasons, the person
who is not an addressee for an approval activity will not be able to make any amendments to it.

Approval Buttons

Standard ERP offers an enhanced way for approvers to operate the requests they receive, using buttons. 
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Using buttons to Approve, Reject or Forward will automatically fll the corresponding Activity Type into the ‘Result’
feld (as defned in the corresponding Approval Rules register under the Business Alerts module), and OK and Save
the Activity. 

Open Record will open the record that is pending to be approved.

Attachments will opens all the external fles and reports attached to the record.

Send FYI will send an FYI activity to the specifed person’s Task Manager. The person should be specifed in a pop-
up window, emerging after the Send FYI button has been clicked.

Using each of those buttons will change the End Date and Time to current.

You can enable this functionality by activating the option “Approval type Activity Window” in Local Machine Setting,
module User Settings.

Maintenance

After importing a backup that has existing approval activities from older versions below 8.0 you will be asked to run a
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maintenance in ”Change Approval Activities Task Type” in the module Technics. This maintenance will do the
necessary changes to task types for approval activities. 

The request to run the maintenance pop-up will appear only if approval rules were set up in older versions and should
be executed only once.

General Approval Rules workfow

The business requirement behind the development of the Approval Rules functionality was that often businesses
(especially larger companies) require that certain transactions are approved by the relevant manager(s). As a solution
to this requirement, HansaWorld have developed a register in which the relevant parameters, such as transaction
types, amounts, responsible managers, even various levels of managers can be set up.

In the next example, we will work with a Purchase Order approval process. Our setup in Approval Rules indicate that
we do not require an approval for purchases orders up to the value of 100.00. Purchase Orders between 100.00 and
2000.00 should be approved by system user KS. All Purchase Orders exceeding 2,000.00 should be approved by
our company owner ML. Screenshot refers:

Here are the steps involved in processing a transaction for which an approval process has to be triggered:

1. Purchase Order entered exceeds the value of 100.00, hence approval process has to be triggered. We
have tried to OK the Purchase Order without starting the process, and the system warns us, not allowing us
to proceed: “Not approved yet”
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2. Select the Operations menu and select option “Request Approval”.
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3. This has changed the Purchase Order's Approval Status from “Not Requested” to ”Pending”. We fnd that a
new activity has been created and a link placed in the Workfow Manager. 
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4. When the user KS logs on to the system, his Task Manager will pop up and display an outstanding activity.
Keith can open the activity and conveniently navigate to the relevant Purchase Order using the button
“Open Record” to confrm its details and decide whether he should approve the request. He can also use
the button “Open attachments” to browse the related reports and external fles, if any.

5. Keith has decided to approve the request so he clicks the button “Approve”. The corresponding Activity
Result is pasted to the Result feld and the activity is marked as Done and saved.

6. Now the approval process has been completed and the related record, in this instance Purchase Order no.
24 can be OK’d. The Approval Status on the purchase order has changed from “Pending” to “Approved”.
And this completes the practical side of the Approval processes.
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Further on in this document we will look at several practical set ups of this functionality.

Examples of Approval Rules setup

The functionality of Approval Rules would suit virtually every business, regardless of industry or the location of the
company. As detailed above, the setup process is fairly straight forward. We will propose some business scenarios
where Approval Rules setup would be benefcial to the Standard ERP system users.

In the sections above, we have looked at Purchase Orders as the main register where Approval Rules are set up.
Whilst Purchase Orders are the most common application of approvals, they are by far not the only possibility in
Standard ERP.

Example 1: Expenses 

Businesses often set certain limits to what can be expensed and what the overall monthly expenses threshold can
be. Whilst normally, the expenses claimed will fall within a very predictable value range, exceptions do occur, in which
case more levels of approvals are necessary.

In this example the following business requirements were established:

- If total Expenses value is between $0 and $100, Level 1 approval is required, and it can be made by any
one of the three managers appointed;

- If total Expenses value is between $100 and $1,000, Level 2 approval is required, and it can be made by
any one of the two managers appointed;

- If total Expenses value is between $1,000 and $1,000,000, Level 3 approval is required, and it can only be
made by the company CEO.
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The setup in the Standard ERP system would be as follows:

Example 2: Purchase Orders 

Purchasing is where businesses incur a large proportion of expense and they clearly affect the proftability of the
business. Also certain type of operational costs, such as Offce Rent or Utilities bills will be booked on the system as
Purchase Orders, and depending on the amounts, approval process may be required. 

In this example the following business requirements were established:

- If total Order value is between $0 and $100, approval is not required;

- If total Order value is between $100 and $1,000, Level 1 approval is required, and it can be made by any
one of the two managers appointed;

- If total Order value is between $1,000 and $10,000, Level 2 approval is required, and it has to be made by
both managers.

- If total Order value is between $10,000 and $1,000,000, Level 3 approval is required and it can only be
made by the company CEO

The setup in the Standard ERP system would be as follows:
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Example 3: Receivable Credit Notes (multi-level)

Crediting, similarly to Purchasing affects the bottom line of the company. Moreover, it is often a signal to a selling
organization that something has gone wrong which is why the credit has been requested by the customer. Because
of this, it is often required that people at multiple levels of the organization get involved in the approval process. 

In this example the following business requirements were established:

- If total Sales Credit Note value is between $0 and $100, approval is not required;

- If total Sales Credit Note value is between $100 and $1,000, Level 1 approval is required, and it has to be
made by any one of the two managers appointed. Moreover, it is required that the managers specifed in
Level 2 also must review the Sales Credit Note in question;

- If total Sales Credit Note value is between $1,000 and $1,000,000, Level 2 approval is required, and it has
to be made by both managers, moreover, the CEO has to approve this too.

The setup in the Standard ERP system would be as follows:
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Reports and Access

Standard ERP offers a possibility to observe approval requests which are currently present in the system using the
report “Approval Status”. This report allows you to browse approval requests per approving person, fltered by their
status. 

Approval Status report
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Report returns data on Originating Record, its Number, Request Date, Requesting person and Approver, current
status and the Amount of the record.Approvals in the Record Status Reports

Approvals and their statuses will always be displayed in the Status Report for the originating record. The screenshot
below shows the Status Report for Purchase Order 14007.
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Access Group Actions

To permit changes in the header or matrix of the approval request after it has already been sent, assign the following
actions to the corresponding user’s Access Group in Access GroupSettings, System module:

 - Change Record Header when Approval Status is Pending

 - Change Record Matrix when Approval Status is Pending
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EXERCISES

1. Which are the 3 alert types that can be used with Business Alerts module notifcations?

2. Besides the Business Alerts module license, are any additional licenses required to send out 3 Text Messages?

3. Which role in the organization would beneft greatly from having Internal System Alerts set up in the system?

4. Besides the Business Alerts module license, are any additional licenses required to enable the usage of the
Approval Rules functionality?

5. In what instances would you say using the Approval Rules feature can be useful for an organization?

6. How many levels of approvals can be set up in the system?

7. How does one send a record for approval?

8. Who can edit an activity with an Approval Task Type?

9. How do you enable the buttons for the Approval Activity window type to make the approving process much
easier?

10. How can you fnd out the status of the approval for a record?

11. Set up the approval rules needed to fulfll with the next requirements:

- If total Quotation value is between $0 and $1,000 Level 1 approval is required, and it can only be made by
Manager A

- If total Quotation value is between $1,000 and $10,000 Level 2 approval is required, and it can only be
made by Manager B

12. Set up the approval rules needed to fulfll with the next requirements

- If total Payment value is between $0 and $100 approval is not required;

- If total Payment value is between $100 and $5,000, Level 1 approval is required, and it can be made by
any one of the two managers (Manager A and Manager B)

- If total Payment value is between $5,000 and $1,000,000 Level 2 approval is required and it can only be
made by the company CEO

13. Set up the approval rules needed to fulfll with the next requirements

- If total Sales Order value is between $0 and $999 approval is not required;

- If total Sales Order value is between $999 and $10,000 Level 1 approval is required, and it has to be
made by any one of the two managers (Manager A and Manager B). Additionally, it is required that the
managers specifed in Level 2 also must review the Sales Order in question;

- If total Sales Order value is between $10,000 and $1,000,000 Level 2 approval is required, and it has to
be made by both managers (Manager A and Manager B), Additionally, the CEO has to approve this too.
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APPENDIX 

Terminology between diferent versions of English language

The language used in this material is US English. There can be slight differences between other versions of the
English language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically 

British USA Canada Australia + New 
Zealand

Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque

Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Note(CN) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialogue Dialog

Instalment Installment

Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence

Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile

Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

Proft and Loss 
Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Proft or
Loss

Statement of Proft or
Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory

Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor

Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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